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ABSTRACT

Introduction: The COVID-19 pandemic has ravaged the healthcare system and stretched resources thin. The impact on healthcare staff working in the intensive care unit setting has been especially devastating.

Objective: To conduct a review of the impact of the pandemic on healthcare personnel in the intensive care unit setting in an effort to collect information to inform various stakeholders.

Design: Focused literature and abstract review

Conclusion: This article highlights the association between critical care as it relates to trauma and COVID-19 and point stakeholders toward opportunities for anticipating and managing secondary effects in an effort to promote psychological adaptation.
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BACKGROUND

Healthcare professionals (HCPs) are the first responders during viral outbreaks, putting their health at risk and adapting to novel situations as they emerge to care for patients. It comes as no surprise to learn that HCPs experience high levels of negative psychiatric symptoms related to depression, anxiety, post-traumatic stress, and much more during global and epidemic infectious outbreaks. Among HCPs, those employed in intensive care units (ICUs) are disproportionally affected by mental health morbidities compared to HCPs working in non-acute settings. Medical employees in high-risk settings are also at increased risk for experiencing more severe symptoms of depression, anxiety, PTSD, and burnout than their low-risk setting colleagues.

The 2020 COVID-19 pandemic presents its own particular set of challenges for HCPs, particularly those employed in ICUs and equivalent critical care settings. A seemingly perpetual shortage of ICU beds, personal protective equipment (PPE), and mechanical ventilators, along with a relatively high hospitalization rate of COVID-19 patients has placed an enormous strain on hospitals worldwide. Healthcare professionals in ICUs have been particularly burdened by this viral outbreak due to the frontline nature of their work and the rapid changes that were implemented in ICUs to care for the surge of seriously ill patients. Because ICU stressors such as bed allocations, patient death, and long work hours have been associated with high levels of emotional exhaustion, disengagement, and an increased risk for depression, it is crucial to survey the potential mental health outcomes of ICU HCPs to effectively implement appropriate protective workplace measures. This focused review analyzes the current literature on the prevalence and quality of psychiatric symptoms, such as depression, fear and anxiety, stress and moral suffering, burnout, and sleep disturbances in healthcare professionals employed in ICUs and critical care wards during the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic.
METHODS

Information was gathered through a literature search conducted on PubMed from 12 Feb 2020 to 14 Feb 2021. Key search words included: COVID-19 AND ICU AND mental health OR psychology. The following criteria were used to filter for relevant research: full-text accessible, peer reviewed primary research published in English, and conducted between March and December 2020 in the context of COVID-19 and psychological factors. Publications were further filtered for specific cohorts/sub-cohorts that met the following criteria: Healthcare professionals employed in adult intensive care units (ICUs) treating COVID-19 patients. It is important to recognize some data reported in this review was sourced from studies that categorized ICU and employees with employees of other high-exposure “frontline” departments associated with the treatment of COVID-19 (e.g., Infectious Disease Wards, Emergency Departments [EDs], and COVID-19 Isolation Wards). Inclusion of data from these studies was considered justifiable due to their close working relationships with ICUs during the pandemic.

RESULTS

A total of 230 studies were reviewed to yield 28 eligible studies, including five exceptions whose cohorts included staff from other high-exposure hospital departments, such as Respiratory Ward, Emergency Department (ED), Infectious Disease Ward, Isolation Ward, and High Acuity Unit (HAU). A summary of the literature search is depicted by the PRISMA Flow Diagram (Diagram one). Occupational titles included

PRISMA Flow Diagram of the results of the systematic screening of publications utilized in the focused review.
but were not limited to physicians, nurses, nursing assistants, residents, physician assistants, and nurse practitioners, and medical technicians. Three studies focused solely on physicians, seven solely on nursing staff, and three solely on residents. Cohorts from at least 15 unique countries were included in the review.

**Discussion**

**Depression**

The 2020 COVID-19 pandemic affected ICUs worldwide on a scale that few were prepared for, and its effect on the mental health of ICU HCPs is available in the medical literature. Based on existing data, an estimated 24% to 57% of ICU medical staff have experienced at least mild symptoms of depression during the pandemic. One UK study reported 26% of doctors felt moderately depressed despite reporting higher levels of mental well-being compared to their colleagues. Alarming studies revealed 2% to 13% of ICU HCPs experienced thoughts of self-harm or thoughts of better off being dead, with nurses reporting a prevalence as high as 19%.

Prevalence or severity in depressive symptoms was significantly associated with ICU employment, female identification, employment as a nurse, and presence of other psychiatric comorbidities. Similarly, HCPs employed in high-risk wards such as the ICU, ED and Respiratory Department were significantly more likely to suffer from depression compared to non-clinical staff, and one Polish study discovered more than 99% of frontline employees met the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9) criteria for depressive symptoms.

Prevalence of related depressive symptoms in ICU HCPs was demonstrated in one Chinese study stating 59% of nurses reported decreased appetite, 55% felt fatigued, and 26% admitted to frequent crying, while a Turkish study reported 30% of HCPs felt hopelessness and despair. In addition, two substantial European studies measured the prevalence of substance use among ICU HCPs during the pandemic. One study claimed more than one in three intensivists took sleeping pills, 10% smoked cigarettes, and 12% reported excessive alcohol intake two months into the pandemic. Another nationwide French study reported alcohol and illicit drugs consumption jumped from 5.2% to 23.7% after the pandemic began. Protective factors against depressive symptoms included higher levels of mental well-being and male identification.

**Anxiety and Fear**

The reported prevalence of anxiety symptoms in ICU HCPs varied from 20% to 78%. The literature suggests anxiety was associated with ICU employment, employment as a nurse, female identification, and presence of other psychiatric comorbidities. In contrast, one small Italian study found no significance between ICU employment and severity of anxiety, while another study evaluating 596 Turkish ICU nurses reported a negative correlation between ICU employment and level of anxiety. Along with ICUs, employment in high-risk wards were significantly associated with a greater prevalence and severity of anxiety, and these workers were twice as likely to experience anxiety and 1.4 times more likely to feel fear than non-clinical employees. However, a Saudi Arabian study found no significant difference in the intensity of anxiety, fear, or isolation between physicians working in COVID-19 ICUs and isolation wards and those employed in lower-risk wards.

Unsurprisingly, a major source of fear and anxiety for HCPs stemmed from the possibility of infection by SARS-CoV-2 and subsequently spreading the virus to coworkers and family members. In the U.S. 26% of ICU HCPs felt concerned about their hospital’s ability to keep their employees safe. Another major concern for HCPs during the pandemic was adequacy of ICU training; one French study stated HCPs who felt they received inadequate ICU training were twice as likely to experience anxiety symptoms. The same study reported one in three HCPs felt they were not adequately trained to work in the ICU, with 43% having no prior ICU experience before the pandemic and 48% reporting less than a year of experience at the time of the study.

Healthcare professionals in ICUs experiencing fear and anxiety also suffered from psycho-somatic symptoms including shortness of breath, muscle tension,
and changes in appetite or gastrointestinal trouble. Similarly, 38% of medical staff reported experiencing at least one nervous breakdown. Although few studies explored the role of protective factors against anxiety in ICU HCPs, increased mental well-being and male identification was significantly associated with lower levels of anxiety.

**Stress and Moral Suffering**

The reported prevalence of mental stress in ICU HCPs was between 22% and 73%. A Chinese study revealed one in five highly skilled and resilient ICU nurses still experienced harmful levels of stress as measured by the Perceived Stress Scale (CPSS-14). Significant factors associated with an increased risk for emotional distress included female identification, high patient volume, and insufficient feedback from supervisors. In addition, one small Romanian study reported ICU HCPs affected by misinformation of COVID-19 in the media were significantly more likely to experience higher stress levels. Other reported sources of stress during the pandemic included lack of resources such as PPE and ICU beds.

Clinical stress was also analyzed using the criteria for post-traumatic stress (PTS). The literature reported a prevalence of PTS symptoms between 27% and 74% in ICU HCPs. Furthermore, 49% of nurses and 32% of doctors met the Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder checklist (PCL-6) criteria for probable post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), and while the majority of ICU nurses reported they were willing to care for COVID-19 patients, they were significantly less willing than their Internal Medicine colleagues. The prevalence or severity of PTS symptoms was significantly related to ICU employment, employment as a nurse, other psychiatric comorbidities, and not feeling adequately trained.

Moral suffering/distress was another parameter of stress highlighted in some studies. One Netherlands teaching hospital revealed the prevalence of moral distress was significantly associated with administering “suboptimal care” to patients due to resource shortage, postponing inevitable death, and working with under-qualified HCPs. Similarly, 58% HCPs experienced moral suffering due to the decisions of other medical workers in the ICU. Psychological stress and moral suffering may have been exacerbated by staff reassignment to the ICU during the pandemic, with an average increase of 37% in trainee reassignment to ICUs in especially burdened U.S. hospitals. Consequently, one Saudi Arabian study revealed over 80% of reassigned surgical residents reported making difficult decisions about resource allocation among sick patients, and felt their inexperience in the ICU put their patients and colleagues in possible harm’s way.

**Burnout**

Studies suggested prevalence of burnout symptoms in ICU HCPs ranged from 36% to 58%. As outlined by Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) General use or Human Services workers version, 37% to 57% of HCPs from various frontline wards felt emotionally exhausted, 25% felt depersonalized towards the needs of others, and 40% felt cynicism about their line of work. Employment in an ICU and employment as a nurse positively correlated with prevalence or severity of burnout. Despite a higher prevalence of burnout in nurses, one Dutch cross sectional, including 233 participants, suggested ICU physicians were 3.5 times at higher risk of experiencing burnout relative to nurses. Observation of the effects on hospital reassignment on mental health revealed over half of surgical trainees reassigned to a London ICU believed the relocation negatively impacted their psychological state, citing burnout as a major cause, despite an almost unanimous agreement that the clinical experience would benefit them as future surgeons.

The pandemic also forced ICU workers to compromise on personal priorities, possibly contributing to the high prevalence of burnout reported in the literature. One Spanish study reported less than 3% of ICU HCPs were regularly afforded time to unwind between shifts. Comparatively, 23% of HCPs reported having virtually no time to rest and 22% reported an inability to care for their families. Personal gratification was a significant protective factor against burnout, while identifying with the female gender was significantly associated with increased severity of emotional exhaustion.
SLEEP DISTURBANCES

Because poor sleep quality can often exacerbate psychiatric morbidities and vice versa, the pandemic’s effect on sleep in ICU HCPs becomes important. Current data suggested the prevalence of sleep disturbances ranged from 27% to 68%.10,12,16,17,25,31 One Polish study encompassing 441 HCPs from various frontline wards reported 100% of HCPs met the Insomnia Severity Index (ISI-7) criteria for symptoms of sleep disturbance.7 The prevalence and severity of sleep disturbance among HCPs was significantly associated with ICU employment.17,22 Furthermore, ICU HCPs negatively impacted by misinformation in the media experienced a significantly higher prevalence of insomnia compared to workers not impacted by false news.26 High-risk ward employment, including the ICU, was also significantly associated with an increased prevalence or severity in sleep disturbances compared to low-risk wards, and Isolation Ward HCPs were 1.7 times more likely to experience insomnia compared to other high-risk wards.7,35

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MANAGEMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH OUTCOMES FOR HCPs IN ICUs

Based on the current review of mental health outcomes of ICU HCPS during the pandemic, one of the most consistent findings among studies was the association between higher frequency or severity of psychiatric symptoms and ICU employment status. Therefore, it may be beneficial to establish mental health intervention at the level of the workplace. Offering employees referral-based or internal counseling services would provide a direct route toward psychiatric intervention or psychiatric evaluation, and previous studies have demonstrated that direct professional assistance for common psychiatric disorders (e.g., anxiety and PTSD) can improve workplace efficiency and outcomes in HCPs.36 Understandably, this option may not be widely feasible due to hospital resource constraints; instead, a suitable alternative such as organized therapeutic writing workshops may offer some solution. Writing therapy has been successfully implemented in patients with depression and anxiety, it is less resource-intense, and sessions can be modulated to accommodate busy hospital schedules.37 Another relatively convenient and cost-effective method of mental health intervention is the use of web or app-based therapies that employees can access through hospital-funded subscriptions. Online therapy offers employees a discrete and flexible tool that can be used as a stand-alone or adjunct resource to self-evaluate their mental health status and seek assistance for a broad range of topics from mindfulness meditation to suicide prevention.38 In addition, it is recommended workplaces do not neglect the data on increased substance use in ICU HCPs during the pandemic and provide appropriate assistance and education to employees. Hospitals can direct employees to self-referral state programs for clinicians struggling with substance use disorders or offer employee insurance plans that cover substance use treatment options.38,39 Finally, it is suggested ICU departments not only offer access to mental health care, but additionally facilitate preventative measures in the workplace that enhance mental and physical well-being and increase morale. Promotion of healthy and supportive workplace practices can act as protective factors against modifiable mental health risks; practical implementations include encouraging debriefing sessions, offering HCPs opportunities to spend more time with their families (e.g., “mental health” sick days), creating quiet, comforting retreats in the hospital, and providing employees healthy food options and access to physical fitness facilities.27,39

CONCLUSION

The psychological burdens experienced by ICU HCPs during the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic have exposed areas of vulnerability that warrant special consideration when implementing mental health services for frontline workers and designing future studies. Current research suggests that females and nurses are disproportionately affected by symptoms of depression, anxiety, stress, and burnout, establishing a vital need to identify the unique risk factors of being a woman or nurse ICU HCP during the pandemic.10,11,13,23,25,30 The results of the literature search also emphasized the impact of perceived skill level and ICU training on mental health, suggesting the need to develop effective training modules for newly
reassigned ICU HCPs to maximize their confidence and ensure optimal patient care and safety.\textsuperscript{24,30,33} Another consideration highlighted by the pandemic was the influence of protective factor against psychiatric morbidities and general need for further exploration of protective factors, such as positive psychological traits or lifestyle modifiers. Last, the literature has revealed a serious concern for suicide risk in ICU HCPs during these extraordinary times. More research is needed to assess the unique risk factors of suicide facing healthcare workers employed in high-risk settings.\textsuperscript{13,16} To provide ICU HCPs optimal psychiatric support, we must continue to utilize current scientific information to tailor mental health accommodations to their specific needs.
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